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Future-proof
Flying cars haven’t taken off just yet, but other
devices have, and those who embrace tech
in the workplace to support and encourage
flexibility will hover above the business pack

A

s Flexible Boss went to press,
Microsoft released its latest
vision of the future workplace.

A young marine biologist dives in the
ocean collecting samples and analysing
data that appear in the waves, then
works in a corporate environment
where walls become screens and
information loops effortlessly between
personal tablets, wearables and
collaborative space. Even the coffee
table becomes a hologram.
Beautifully shot and compelling, the
six-minute video may seem a distant

Of course, back in the real world, we

dream, but Microsoft says its vision is

are now less than a month away from

only five to ten years away.

the implementation of shared parental

In this issue, we take a look at some

leave. SPL has given real substance to

of the technological developments

the wider debates about the roles of

that could soon change the workplace.

both fathers in the family and mothers

Augmented reality will radically

in the workplace. Columnists Sarah

improve remote communication,

Jackson and Ben Black tackle those

offering a face-to-face experience from

issues on pp18-19. On p14 Gabriella

afar; wearables could help connect

Józwiak reports on how organisations

expertise and guide us through the

are preparing for the legislation,

day; gesture technology may further

in particular, their decisions on

relegate the traditional desk-computer-

enhancing pay.

keyboard dynamic, changing our
physical workspace even more.

Finally, we have an exclusive
competition for you. Headset specialist

If some or all of these developments

Jabra is giving away a remote working

come to pass, the challenges businesses

kit to transform the noisy coffee shop/

currently wrestle with over the nuts

train/home office experience, helping

and bolts of flexibility will be less

you work where you want more

significant. Managing the technology,

effectively. There are nine chances to

opening our eyes to the possibilities,

win, so embrace what technology can

and having the skills to bring teams

do now before holograms take over...

together will be the true challenges.
The gulf between nine-to-fivers and
visionaries could become a chasm.
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WIN A REMOTE OFFICE KIT

When working remotely or from home you need
the right technology to aid productivity and
support collaboration, so no matter where you
are you stay focused and flexible.

To celebrate the launch of the Jabra Evolve series we
have an exclusive competition for Flexible Boss readers.
For your chance to win the following prizes enter here

The new Jabra EvolveTM series is the perfect tool
to help you improve your workspace. Designed to
provide better concentration and conversation there
are five different variants to suit all users
and requirements.

1x Jabra Evolve 80 Stereo headset
1x Stealth UC Bluetooth headset
1x Jabra SPEAK 510+TM portable speakerphone,
1x Jabra Sport Pulse earbuds
	Assortment of Jabra branded goodies
including wireless mouse, t-shirt, pen, pad
Portable roll-up Qwerty keyboard

Key benefits include: premium noise-cancelling
microphone to remove unwanted background noise,
a busy-light indicator that identifies when you are
in a call, active noise-cancelling that creates your
own concentration zone and a listen-in feature
when you need to hear conversations around you.

Evolve the way you work!
WWW.JABRA.CO.UK/EVOLVE

First prize: Jabra Flexible Worker kit,
worth over £600, which includes:

Two second prizes of a mini Jabra
Flexible Worker kit, worth
over £400, which includes:
1x Jabra Evolve 80 Stereo headset
1x Jabra SPEAK 510+ portable speakerphone,
Assortment of Jabra branded goodies
including wireless mouse, t-shirt, pen, pad
Portable roll-up Qwerty keyboard
Three runners-up will win Jabra Evolve
80 Stereo headsets and assorted
goodies, worth over £270

Not everyone can work from home
NearDesk lets you rent space by the hour at hundreds of locations across the UK

Stay productive, work anywhere
No need to pre-book - just touch-in, touch-out and only pay for the time you use.

776
06 3

8945
m

esk.co

eard
www.n

Commute less, live more
Save time and money by working near home part of the week.
Get more done at work and have more time for you.
No receipts to process
Sign-up online, emails conrm your spending and your employer
gets a single monthly invoice for the whole team.
Get your card today
Visit www.neardesk.com
Quote ‘FLEXIBLEBOSS’ when joining
for £5 oﬀ your rst use
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NEWS

Fathers fake it to meet obligations
FATHERS are struggling to balance

parents saying the demands of work

work and family commitments –

and family are not reconcilable. In

‘throwing sickies’ and lying to their

fact, 25% say they would take a pay cut

bosses when under pressure, according

to reduce their hours.

to the 2015 Modern Families Index.

Carole Edmond, managing director

The survey of more than 1,000 UK

of Bright Horizons, said: “Today’s

families, published by Working Families

generation of working fathers have

and Bright Horizons, claims 36% of

a stronger-than-ever desire to be

working fathers have faked illness

involved with their children and

so they can meet family obligations

families. However, these increased

such as school pick-ups, childcare

expectations often bump up against

breakdowns and birthday parties.

working commitments, leading to

Meanwhile, 44% of working fathers
have lied to their employer about their

stress and unhealthy lifestyles.”
Carole Edmond: Bright Horizons

family, concealing the extent of family
commitments or problems at home.
This is despite increasing government

31% saying they resent their employer,
of the time. Among younger working

compared with 24% of mothers. This is

fathers, 68% regularly take their

more pronounced among younger men.

initiatives to encourage flexibility,

children to school, compared with 61%

such as the extension of right to

of mothers in the 16-35 age group.

request legislation and the upcoming

This is making fathers bitter, with

An increasing number of managers

Sarah Jackson, chief executive of
Working Families, said: “Workplace
culture is very important to working

introduction of shared parental leave,

see work-life balance as an issue for

families, and we strongly encourage

plus the growing participation of

employees to handle: 71% believed this

employers to work with the grain of

fathers in family life. Of those surveyed,

in 2011, compared with 56% in 2004.

family life, so that parents can give of

53% of working fathers say they drop
the children off at school some or most

The report calls on employers to do
more to help, with 31% of working

their best at work and at home.”
l Families under pressure, p30

Launch is alternative to ‘coffice’
A BUSINESS designed to match empty meeting rooms with flexible workers and
businesses has officially launched this month.
MeetingRooms.com, an addition to the Search Office Space Group, has been
trialling its product for the past year and has more than 1,000 venues signed up to
offer space across 42 countries. Chief executive Caleb Parker told Flexible Boss that
a further 4,000 venues are waiting to be added to the system. “Work is different
than it was 50 years ago,” he said. “We don’t go to the same office space every day
and corporates are looking at how they can shrink their footprint to save costs.”
Meeting Rooms aims to entice workers away from coffee shops, which Parker
said do not offer the privacy needed for professionals. Instead, the company offers
a range of meeting spaces in hotels, serviced offices, business lounges and coworking spaces. Those that have tested the proposition over the past year include
a training business running courses in 16 North American locations.
The company is also in talks with other businesses looking to give their staff
access to different spaces. “We are talking to clients who are looking at how to
manage their third place strategy and how they can give their employees space
beyond the office and home office,” said Parker.
However, he emphasised that the service aims to target individuals as well
as companies. “As a mobile worker it can be lonely and hard to control your

“As a mobile
worker it can be
lonely and hard
to control your
environment”

environment. Anyone can go on the site and book space.”
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NEWS
Companies team up
to offer staff rewards

more than 16,000 workers aged 18-30

WORK ANGEL, a start-up that helps

care deeply about work-life balance,

firms motivate and retain staff, is to

they are not averse to putting in the

partner with HR software provider

time and enduring the stress required

Ceridian, it emerged at Ceridian’s UK

to get ahead. However, nearly 50%

annual conference this month.

of millennials from North America,

Work Angel offers ‘mobile-

Africa, Asia-Pacific and the Middle

across the globe.
It said that, while millennials do

first’ software that creates a

East said they would give up pay and

private company social network

prestige for better work-life balance.
“Employers must pay attention,” said

where employees and managers
can recognise their colleagues’

the report. “Most global organisations

performance and interact socially.

are still figuring out what ‘balance’
looks like, and whether benefits like

The app is personalised. “Anyone
can recognise anyone else in the

flextime or virtual work are tenable.

company around the company values,”

It’s clear millennials will demand more

said founder and CEO Jamie True.

attention for these emerging issues.”
It added that employers should take

He said the company is passionate
about helping employees become more

care that in addressing what may be

engaged. In addition to the recognition

considered women-only issues, they do

functions of the software, there is
a comprehensive menu that offers

Fruit Towers: Innocent HQ

deals, as well as company benefits.
True said employees check the app

UK WON chief executive Professor

they include men in conversations

everyday behaviour, with employees

about issues like work-life balance.”

actively encouraged to contribute ways

employers a high level of contact for

of improving the organisation through

reward and recognition.

new products and business streams or

Ceridian will offer the software to its
and HR data to populate the app.

and women, employers should be sure

Peter Totterdill, said: “Creativity is an

three times a day on average, offering

customers, using their existing payroll

of the same things. “Given the high
level of commonality between men

personalised staff discounts, including
restaurant, shopping and cinema

not alienate men who care about many

better ways of working.
“We have been working with

9 to 5 work is behind
the times, says Regus
THE concept of the 9-5 office day is

organisations such as the Met Office

outdated, according to a survey of

and Devon & Cornwall Police to

3,000 businesspeople by workspace

Smoothie firm opens
doors for learning

identify how employee-inspired

provider Regus.

performance. We now want to share

professionals (69%) are required to

DRINKS company Innocent, the Met

these experiences with others who

do more out of hours work than they

Office, and award-winning architects

want to know more about the benefits

were five years ago and 72% said

Grimshaw have agreed to open their

of workplace innovation and how to

fixed hours no longer suit their duties.

offices for learning sessions.

implement it even in the most unlikely

More than three quarters (76%) of

of organisational structure.”

respondents also reported a rise in

The organisations have joined the

innovation has improved their

It found that over two thirds of UK

remote workers, fuelling the trend

Creative Workplace Group run by

away from standard office hours.

workplace meetings throughout 2015

Millennial workers
‘misunderstood’

will be followed by a consolidation

MILLENNIAL workers are more

so many UK workers are finding that

workshop in spring 2016. They will

diverse than many assume, according

‘regular’ hours no longer suit their

provide opportunities to visit a diverse

to business school Insead, which has

roles should prompt companies to

range of workplaces and to focus on

published the last of a six-part series

embrace flexible working practices.

issues such as methods for stimulating

on the diversity of millennial views

Our customers frequently say that

creativity, making teams innovative,

and the implications for employers.

implementing flexible working has a

not-for-profit workplace innovation
network UK WON. Day-long creative

and securing leadership and senior
management buy-in.

www.flexibleboss.com

Working with Universum and the
Head Foundation, Insead interviewed

Richard Morris, the company’s UK
chief executive, said: “The fact that

strong impact on the productivity and
well-being of employees.”
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ABN Amro names
flexibility a priority

Etarmis now includes a mobile app

Giving staff the freedom to work how

for managers and staff as well as

and where they choose is one of the

managing different flexible working

three pillars necessary to become a top

patterns accurately and fairly.

Its flagship flexible working product
intended to provide more flexibility

Staff can now view their flexitime

employer, says Dutch bank ABN Amro.

balance and book leave via a

Derek Bruce, head of international
development for the firm, told

smartphone browser, while managers

delegates at the Syncota Engagement

can set controls for access permissions

Innovation Summit that creating

for building and office areas at set

a meaningful corporate identity,

times using card readers.
“Flexible working is a benefit that

embodying a culture of excellence, and
being the best place to work for staff

is viewed as extremely high value

are the “three pillars” of engagement.

by most staff, particularly when
managed in a fair and transparent

The company has launched a New
Ways of Working programme to foster

way,” said Paski Matarazzo, business

mature working relationships. “If you

development director at hfx.

have a particular work-life balance,

“Providing the right tools to deliver

the flexibility is there so you can

such a system results in better

work from home when you need to,”

productivity and happier staff. It also

said Bruce. “The trust is there. As an

enables organisations to attract and

organisation we are not going to make

retain experienced staff looking to

sure you check in and check out.”

work in a more flexible manner.”

Akhilesh KVD, vice-president, HR for
outsourcing business Genpact, agreed

full-time education or those working

agility is vital for businesses. “In

part-time. Around a third of people on

today’s economy it is important to have

the contracts want more hours.

flexible working and remote working

Critics say the contracts shift the

Companies failing to
tackle wasted space
A high percentage of desks are going

environments, not just from an HR

balance of power to employers and

unused for up to half of the day and

policy point of view, but because that’s

make workers financially vulnerable.

meeting rooms are often not being

where social and economic conditions

However, Neil Carberry, director

used at all, according to a workspace

are going,” he told delegates. “In future

for employment and skills at the

you will find it hard to hire people if

Confederation of British Industry,

you don’t meet that need.”

said they offer an important source of

space scheduling software, says the

job creation “that supports business

under-utilisation of space is related to

Zero-hours ‘rise’
concerns critics

growth and employees who need to

the growing trend of remote working

manage different responsibilities”.

and increasing flexibility, with

The number of people on a zero-hours

to ensure action taken to avoid abuses

contract in their main job increased

doesn’t restrict the use of flexible

to 697,000 in the final quarter of 2014,

contracts. Figures show that almost

businesses have not yet recognised

up from 586,000 for the same period in

two thirds of people are satisfied

the scale of the issue. “Businesses

2013, according to official statistics.

with the number of hours they work,

are not aware of the extent to which

and being in work gives people more

their office space is under-used or

opportunities to increase their hours.”

their meeting rooms left empty, and

However, the Office for National
Statistics said it is not possible to say

He added: “The important thing is

utilisation expert.
Condeco Software, which provides

employees having more choice about
how and where they do their work.
Chief executive Paul Statham said

it is large corporates, who own vast

how much of the rise is due to greater

which an employer is not obliged to

App offers workforce
remote access

provide the worker with any minimum

Workforce management system

working hours, and the worker is not

provider hfx has launched an app that

up for meetings or forgetting to cancel

obliged to accept the hours offered –

allows staff to view their flexitime

meeting rooms is one of the main

are more likely to be women, people in

hours status from smartphones.

causes of wasted space.

recognition rather than new contracts.
People on zero-hours contracts – in

8
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amounts of real estate across many
cities and countries, who experience
this pain more than anyone else.”
Statham said people failing to turn
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Learning and Development from the UK’s leading
Work-Life organisation delivered where and when
you need it…

TM

Quickbite Seminars
and Webinars
QuickbitesTM from Working Families are a
cost and time-effective learning experience
for managers and all employees with family
responsibilities. Ideal for lunchtime or
breakfast seminars, the QuickbitesTM are also
available as interactive anytime webinars.
Each QuickbiteTM is based on in depth
research and more than 30 years experience
that will enable managers and working
parents and carers to work more effectively.

“Working Families provides
inspirational thoughtleadership on all aspects of
how organisations and
working families can thrive.”
Cary Cooper CBE, Lancaster
University Management
School`

Each session can be delivered individually or in a selected
series for a complete development program. They can be
tailored for your organisation to ensure alignment and
support to business strategy and existing employee
development plans and training.
Additional Masterclasses on a variety of business subjects
are run and advertised separately. Specific bespoke sessions
can be written and developed as required to fit with
organisational needs or to assist with employee
communication.
We can deliver at anytime of the day to fit with business
and individual commitments and needs.

Contact us to find out how we
can help you 020 7253 7243
www..workingfamilies..org..uk
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Business ‘failing older workers’
FLEXIBILITY is crucial if older workers
are to phase or delay their retirement,
according to financial services
provider Prudential.
In its annual study of those close to
retirement, it found that more than a
fifth (21%) of people who are planning
to retire this year say they don’t feel
ready to stop working altogether, a
figure that has remained stable since
2011. Almost a quarter (24%) of those
scheduled to retire this year have
already chosen to delay their plans.
While 51% said they would consider
remaining in work for financial
reasons, the desire to keep fit and
healthy was named by 57%.
Of those who would consider
continuing work, 31% said they would

and the International Longevity Centre

resistant to change. And until the

prefer to reduce the hours they work

has said older workers are being failed

myths around age in the workplace

with their current employer. Only one

by employers. In the latest report

are tossed aside, older workers will

in eight (12%) would like to look for

The Missing Million: Pathways back

continue to find themselves out of

a part-time job with a new employer,

into employment, the authors call for

work and out of luck,” it says.

while 11% say they are happy to carry

flexible work arrangements to help

on full-time in their current job.

with ill health and caring needs.

However, a series of reports on older

“The business case has already been

workers by Business in the Community

made, but attitudes have proven more

“Employers and individuals need to
radically rethink retirement,” said Dr
Ros Altmann CBE, the government’s
older workers’ business champion.

Medics seek flexible treatment
INTERIM medical executives are increasingly demanding flexible contracts,
according to executive search specialist RSA Group.
It surveyed interim medics – temporary life sciences executives – between
November and December 2014 and found an expectation of flexible hours and the
ability to work across multiple interests. RSA said 50% work three days or less per
week with any single client and maintain a portfolio of clients, with less than a
third choosing to work a full five-day week with a single client.
Dafydd Wright, RSA director of interims, suggests that the life sciences industry
needs to adopt a flexible approach to attracting interim medics if they want the
very best talent. “The best interims are very selective about who they work for,
and when,” he said. “Life sciences companies can no longer take a default position
that people would want to work a standard full working week.”
RSA said interims have traditionally been perceived as flexible resources to
cover gaps or to rescue failing projects. In reality, clients are engaging interim
medics as strategic short-term hires with 70% recruited to deliver specific expert
advice or to work on specific projects at the outset.
Wright added: “Grey matter stimulation, combined with flexibility, are the key

“The best interims
are selective about
who they work for
and when”

attributes companies need to offer to swiftly engage an interim medic’s attention.”

www.flexibleboss.com
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RESEARCH
ROUND-UP

Research: latest news
Firms failing to grasp mobile advantage
Businesses promoting mobile working may not be doing enough to improve
productivity, according to a survey by global technology provider Barco.
It said 86% of organisations are using a remote working approach. Remote
working ranks in the top three areas of priority for IT departments, behind
data security and network management. However, rather than that leading to a
reduction in desk space, 73% of organisations said they still have allocated desks.
The Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) trend was endorsed, with half saying
personal laptops and tablets are being used in the workplace. However, 82% said
laptops are still company-issued, suggesting businesses are not fully embracing
BYOD. “It’s time for companies to put more unification into their unifications
strategy,” said a Barco spokesman. “By harnessing the many advantages of mobile
workers and BYOD there can be greater productivity, better staff morale and a far
more effective workforce.”

Study shows struggle with remote staff
Employees have reported negative views of remote workers in an American study.
The survey of more than 2,000 employees by VitalSmarts and Training magazine
said teams are relying heavily on virtual communication to solve problems.
Though email, conference calls, and phone calls are most common, nearly half
said instant messaging is one of their top three communication tools.
People were more than four times as likely to say that remote employees give
half-hearted attempts, make changes without warning, and do not fight for their
priorities. They were also three times as likely to say that remote workers try to
mislead them, fail to follow through on commitments, and miss deadlines.
The survey distilled 600 examples of successful remote team management
into six areas, recommending that teams meet in person, connect every day, use
technologies that offer the greatest personal contact, mix social interactions with
business, and that leaders add structure and act as information access points.

Opinion swings to equal childcare split
Seven out of ten people in the UK say couples should split childcare and parenting
duties equally, according to polling published by think-tank IPPR.
Eight out of ten working couples with children under 18 say that, if money was
no object, they would like to, or would like their partner to, reduce their working
hours to look after their children. A third of women said lack of flexible work
opportunities are the biggest cause of the gender pay gap.
Dr Dalia Ben-Galim, associate director of IPPR, said: “This polling shows that
most couples want to share childcare responsibilities, but we know that the reality
is very different. Mums are still more likely to be the primary carer, while dads
work long hours, and a persistent ‘motherhood pay penalty’ means that mothers
are financially disadvantaged at work. More affordable childcare and greater
availability of flexible work could bridge the gap between aspiration and reality.”
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Gen Y needs work
to be the real thing
A Coca-Cola boss wants to
demystify the motivations
of younger staff: they crave
meaning and change, he
tells Heather Greig-Smith

C

and lower alcohol consumption
among millennials, as well as greater
numbers doing work experience and
internships before securing their first
jobs: “They are indulging less, have
more responsibility and work harder.”
Companies also need to realise
that what interests and motivates
millennials is different, he said:

oca-Cola’s oldest employee is

“People want to join innovative

72. Its youngest is 18. The two

companies with ethical reputations.”

merchandisers even have the

same boss.
Carl Saunders, the soft drinks giant’s

Research Saunders conducted
internally at Coca-Cola found
millennials also expect to change jobs

HR partner for northern Europe, has

more frequently than previous cohorts

researched the different needs and

– around every 18 months.

views of the firm’s four generations

When he looked at people leaving

of staff in a bid to develop ways of

the company after two years, Saunders

managing ‘millennial’ or ‘generation

found four fifths were still in their

to be paid enough, would like some

Y’ workers – the twentysomethings

first role: “Nothing happened, their

flexibility, and don’t want to work until

labelled entitled and difficult in the

job didn’t move, so they quit.” Of

they die,” he added.

mainstream media.

those who stayed, four fifths were in

Coca-Cola interviewed workers

their second or even third job at the

of different ages on what flexible

Innovation Summit in London last

two year stage. “If you can’t manage

working means to them. Again, the

month, Saunders challenged many

to match that pace of change, other

theme of trust was central, with

assumptions about this demographic

organisations will,” he warned.

younger workers seeing the offer

Speaking at the Syncota Engagement

and urged employers to plan for their

“This generation has an expectation

of flexibility as a reflection of their

millennial workers. “Within the next

of an employment experience that is

10 years, 75% of our workforce will be

going to change, change and change

millennial,” he said. “Even for those

again. To manage engagement, it’s

aware that millennial workers do not

of us who work in organisations with

really important that you recognise

respect old conventions of hierarchy,

high blue-collar populations, a lot

that. If your entire workforce has the

so will think little of connecting with

of people will continue to retire and

ambition of changing jobs every 18

senior management on social media.

change will continue to happen.”

months, there’s a huge challenge in

“Also, the next generation don’t believe

how you match that demand.”

that good things come to those that

He disagreed that younger workers
are too tough to handle, however.

Saunders believes there are ways

relationship with their employer.
Saunders said employers need to be

wait; good things go to those who

“Young people are coming into the

job design can help with this desire

go out and take them.” This, he said,

workforce with similar situations and

for change and progression. “We have

means they are unlikely to tolerate

expectations that we had, but also

been compartmentalising jobs a bit

firms where people are promoted for

with a whole host of other issues,” he

more, into different channels or sales

reasons of longevity rather than merit,

said. In fact, 80% have been working

experiences, so people stay in the same

or poor performers are not tackled.

while studying to cope with student

space but have a sense of movement.”

debt – something that was not such a
problem for previous generations.
He also pointed to figures that show
fewer sexually transmitted diseases

www.flexibleboss.com

But he is optimistic: “What they are

In interviews with graduates, he

asking for is not an uncomfortable

found those joining the workforce

environment for the rest of us. Yes,

now are most interested in being

there are some challenges, but they

challenged and trusted. “They want

shouldn’t be seen as insurmountable.”
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Learning curve
FROM APRIL NEW RULES WILL ALLOW PARENTS TO SHARE WORK LEAVE AND
PAYMENTS PREVIOUSLY ONLY AVAILABLE TO MOTHERS, BUT ARE EMPLOYERS
READY? GABRIELLA JÓZWIAK LOOKS AT THE ISSUE OF ENHANCED PAY AND FINDS
BUSINESSES ARE TAKING BABY STEPS TOWARDS FAMILY-FRIENDLY FLEXIBILITY

I

n a month’s time, expectant

this period, both are allowed to

notice to reduce this entitlement

mothers and fathers will be able

claim statutory Shared Parental Pay

early, remaining weeks could

to demand more flexible leave

(ShPP). They may also take up to three

become available as ShPP. This is

separate blocks of leave.

paid at £138.18 a week or 90% of an

when their child is born or they

employee’s average weekly earnings,

adopt. But across workplaces, levels
of preparedness for the government’s

Levels of preparation

depending on which is lower.
Employers can decide whether to

new Shared Parental Leave (SPL)

increase this amount.

scheme vary. Some companies have

The changes have presented employers

grasped the opportunity to present

with several challenging decisions.

themselves as more family-friendly

Perhaps the most contentious is

& pensions partner at law firm

employers. Others are still unaware

whether to offer enhanced ShPP.

Weightmans, says his clients report

the law will change on 5 April.
The new rules allow eligible

Under the scheme, qualifying
mothers are entitled to statutory

Steve Peacock, employment

that their male employees inevitably
ask: “Are you going to pay ShPP?”
He suggests: “Most dads, unless

parents to share some of the 52-weeks

maternity pay, adoption pay or

maternity leave previously available

maternity allowance for up to 39

they’re getting some sort of

only to mothers. By taking-up SPL, a

weeks, including six weeks at 90% of

enhancement, will not want to be at

mother can end maternity or adoption

pay. Some will also receive enhanced

home on statutory pay rather than

leave or pay early and share the

maternity pay over an additional

receive the normal pay.”

time left with her partner. During

agreed period. If a woman gives

14
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of preparedness across different

with someone finding out from other

sectors. Among universities,

sources and they come to you with a

several have decided to enhance

request feeling you’re on the other side

pay. “At the moment they offer 18

straight away.”
How many employees will take up

weeks’ enhanced maternity pay,”
he explains. “If the mother went

SPL is another issue for managers.

off on maternity leave, instead

The Department for Business,

of the statutory six weeks at 90%

Innovation & Skills estimates as few

followed by 33 weeks at £138.18, the

as 5,700 men will opt for SPL in the

university offers 18 weeks on full

first year. A survey of 1,000 families

pay and the rest is statutory. They’re

published by Working Families and

going to say to mothers they can

Bright Horizons in January found

convert up to three months into SPL

55% of fathers said they would use
SPL, as did 52% of women. The results

without losing any of that pay.”
Fathers will be entitled to the

Alison Hughes: Centrica

to promote flexible working and the
fact childcare is a shared experience
between mothers and fathers.”

Considering the options
Among Peacock’s private sector
clients, many have decided not to

also revealed about 40% of men and
women were unsure if their employer

same offer. “They want to be seen

“We have an
aspiration to
get there from a
gender equality
perspective”

would like them to take SPL, despite
40% of men and just under 35% of
women also saying being allowed SPL
would make them more committed
to their employer. More than half of
respondents agreed SPL should be paid
at close-to-salary levels to be viable.
Alison Hughes, head of HR policy

enhance. Schools are yet to decide.

and diversity at energy provider

“The chances are they will enhance

Centrica, is currently investigating
what take-up levels might be at her

to some degree, but they’re waiting
to see how it pans out.”
None of Peacock’s clients have
indicated they will fund enhanced

Historically that has been going to only

company. Centrica has initially decided

women, now it can go to men as well.”

to implement statutory pay rates. This

A survey conducted by the firm

decision has been based on the impact

ShPP by reducing the amount they

from December 2014 to January 2015

that high take-up levels of SPL could

currently spend on maternity pay.

found among 80 clients, 76% currently

have on operations, rather than the

However, according to a survey of

offered enhanced maternity pay.

cost of offering enhanced pay. “If you

more than 100 employers published

Within these, 35% said they would

look at our demographic, particularly

in January by Workingmums.co.uk,

enhance pay for fathers, 28% would

in the British Gas part of the business,

39% are considering this option. The

not, and 37% were undecided. It also

we’ve got a population of around

organisation is currently canvassing

suggested 93% had started preparing

10,000 engineers – 98% male and 2%

employers to gather more details of

for the changes – a sharp rise from

female,” explains Hughes. “We know

such arrangements. Founder Gillian

August 2014 when the same survey

in the last 12 months we had about

Nissim says the solution is not ideal.

reported 40% having taken some form

800 new dads. If people did take up the

“It’s important for employees there is

of action. None of them are planning

leave, irrespective of whether we were

motivation and incentive to take up

to reduce maternity pay to fund an

enhancing pay or not, we would have

SPL,” she says. She favours a policy

ShPP increase.

a big operational problem.”
Hughes explains that the company

of employers enhancing ShPP to

Holme says these results are not

match their maternity pay offer.

representative of wider workplaces,

knows if men are not offered more

however, as Clyde & Co has focused on

money, they are unlikely to take extra

at law firm Clyde & Co, says reducing

helping preparation among its clients,

leave. This is evidenced by the fact few

current maternity offers is a big

which include financial services,

fathers take up additional paternity

decision because such benefits are

insurers, professional services and

leave (APL), which Centrica offers at

used to attract female workers.

retailers. He urges bosses to be

two-weeks’ paid. The national scheme

But he argues a firm choosing this

proactive about informing staff, as this

offers up to 26 weeks off and up to

would be justified: “A company can

will make it easier to manage leave

19 weeks’ pay, once the mother has

say: we’ve only got a certain pot

requests: “Encourage employees to

returned to work. Introduced in 2011,

of money for new parental leave.

let you know earlier, or you end up

APL has had low impact, with a 2013

Chris Holme, senior equity partner
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Among the employers most likely to
be unprepared are small firms. The
Federation of Small Businesses (FSB)
has been raising awareness of the
changes with its members because
the rules could have specific impacts
on them. “Because there are fewer
members of staff in a small business,
once you take one of them out the
impact is disproportionate,” says FSB
senior policy adviser David Nash. He
wants employers to encourage early
conversations with staff about leave,
as smaller firms have the benefit of
being close-knit and can negotiate
flexible working less formally.
Nash also says pay enhancements
will depend on the business. According
to research published by the FSB and
think-tank IPPR in April 2014, more

“We’d like to see how this is used by
employees in practice ”

than 75% of female employees in large
firms are eligible for occupational
maternity pay, compared with 22% in
micro firms. “They are costs that are
unpredictable and difficult to factor
into the business,” he says.

TUC survey suggesting just 0.6% of

expects it will offer SPL enhancements,

eligible fathers used it nationwide.

but details are currently undecided.

Another potential challenge is
managing staff eligibility. In February

“At the moment we are reviewing

the TUC published research showing

network for fathers in its workforce

the likely impact SPL will have on our

40% of working fathers with a child

in late 2014 to help management

organisation,” she says. “We already

under one will not qualify for SPL

decide whether to enhance ShPP in

enhance maternity pay and plan to

because their partner is not in paid

the future. “It’s a support group for

make further improvements. We also

work. Sally Brett, the union’s senior

dads to share experiences, but it’s an

offer enhanced paternity pay.”

equality policy officer, says this will

Instead, Centrica launched a social

create unfairness within workplaces:

additional route for to us engage with
working fathers and fathers-to-be, to

Management issues

opinions,” says Hughes.

“Some dads will be able to add a couple
of weeks of SPL onto their paternity

really start getting their views and
Nationwide has decided to follow

leave, but working alongside them will

statutory SPL policies for its 17,500

be other dads who are only entitled to

much to raise rates is also tricky.

staff. The building society has already

two weeks’ leave after the birth.

Centrica offers female staff 26 weeks at

communicated this decision and

full pay. She is unsure if the company

trained the human resources team

the dads who don’t even qualify for

will match this for fathers. “We’re

to answer staff questions on SPL. A

statutory paternity leave because they

an industry that does often have

member of the HR team told Flexible

don’t have the required 26 weeks’

challenges in attracting and retaining

Boss that an area of concern is the

service by the time their partner is

women,” says Hughes. “We have an

flexibility with which staff can take

six months’ pregnant. And there’s the

aspiration to get there from a gender

leave: “We’d like to see how this is

dads who get no time off or support

equality perspective, but we’re just not

used by employees in practice.”

because they are agency workers. By

Hughes explains that choosing how

going to be there on day one.”
Baby food company Danone Nutricia

SPL provision allows parents to book
up to three separate blocks of leave

“There is other unfairness too:

contrast, maternity leave is a day one
right for all women employees.”
The TUC wants all fathers to get an

Early Life Nutrition is in a similar

instead of taking it all in one go. Blocks

position. As it is an organisation that

can be as short as a week, which could

extra month of well-paid parental

promotes positive early years living, its

cause a problem for bosses in terms of

leave that is not tied to their partner’s

social innovation manager Ann Evans

managing staff cover.

employment status.
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What are other companies
doing with Shared Parental
Leave benefits?
With Shared Parental Leave coming into effect on April 5th 2015, you
might like to know what other companies are planning in the way of
benefits, and how you compare. Simply complete our quick survey and
we’ll share the anonymised results, so you get a clear idea of what’s
happening in your sector.
You can also download our guide for employees and register for our
upcoming webinar where we’ll share case studies and offer insights
into key lessons from the past few months.
Simply click on the images below
or visit our website.

Shared
Parental Leave

Complete our
Shared Parental
Leave survey

✓

A guide for employees

March 2015

Register for our
HR WEBINAR
Shared Parental Leave
in the real world:
Thursday 21st May 11.00 – 11.45

www.myfamilycare.co.uk
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Families
under
pressure
Sarah Jackson, chief executive
Working Families

Index, published

T

priority, and policy-makers

arrangements need to

recently by Working

and employers need to

be configured to support

Families and Bright

recognise that working

working families in leading

Horizons, highlights

with the grain of parents’

healthy lifestyles, not

the importance families

values is likely to create

impinge on their time to

place on dependable

happier, more effective

live healthily.

childcare and that women

employees. Parents are

The report also shows

in particular are having

putting in extra time at

mixed attitudes emerging

to think carefully as

work just to get the job

towards Shared Parental

they consider promotion

done due to a combination

Leave (SPL). Parents

opportunities because of

of work pressure, jobs

favour more equality in

childcare issues.

growing too large to be

caring responsibilities,

done within ‘normal’ hours,

but there are also strong

becoming increasingly

and a workplace culture

gendered beliefs about the

to tailor practices to fit in

involved in caring for

that values presenteeism

importance of the role of

with employees’ lives. But

their children and more

and long hours.

the mother.

some parents do not have

he Modern Families

Young fathers are

than half (52%) drop their

Work stress is significant

We believe working

In addition, two in five

“Working with
the grain of
parents’ values
is likely to
create happier,
more effective
employees”

a full range of flexible

children at school every

and not abating, and the

parents anticipate that they

options available to them

day or most of the time.

negative results often

will become a carer in the

and substantial obstacles

But being more hands-on

spill over into both family

next 10 years.

remain: workplace

is proving difficult at work,

life and back into the

where the culture is often

workplace. Forty-one per

parents and families is

encourage longer hours;

out of sync with fathers’

cent of parents said that

essential. Not only must it

negative perceptions of

aspirations for family life.

work life is becoming

pay well enough to support

flexible working and career

We found that time off

increasingly stressful.

family life, but it also needs

(and income) progression;

to be alive to the realities

and a lack of affordable,

for family reasons and

18

Family is parents’ highest

Work is also affecting

Getting work right for

cultures that still implicitly

discussing family at work

physical health. At a time

of parents’ responsibilities

available and appropriate

is increasingly acceptable

when public health policy

outside of the workplace.

childcare.

for fathers, and more feel

is focusing on improving

The growth and spread

The responsibility for a

confident doing it. But

wellbeing and diet, it is

of flexible working and

good work-life balance is not

discussing workload and

eroding the time parents

enhancements to parental

only the concern of parents:

putting boundaries upon

have to make healthy

leave arrangements show

it is a joint one between

work is something fewer

choices, such as exercising

many employers (and the

individuals, employers and

men are confident about.

or cooking properly.

government) are trying

the government.
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Our fathers
need work
choices too
Ben Black, Director
My Family Care

M

aking the most

working parents by charity

– particularly if the wives

of female talent

Working Families highlights

of those men, who often

will be a human

the point: the employees

benefit most from shared

resources priority for the

who are least satisfied with

parenting, don’t work

next 50 years. The business

their work-life balance, and

for the company. It’s a

case isn’t complicated: get

most likely to blame their

short-sighted attitude, but

the best women into senior

employer, are fathers aged

business is often short-

positions at the expense

26-35.

sighted.

of (ahem) less talented

Talking about fathers

The introduction of

“Role-models
and initiatives
to encourage
dads can go
a long way
in shifting
attitudes”

men. And in these days of

does not come easily

the government’s Shared

modern communication

to employers. Not far

Parental Leave (SPL)

and agile working, it should

below the surface most

scheme next month is

be easy, right?

businesses are profit-

unlikely to change much

driven, competitive, macho

initially. The take-up will

fix the gender imbalance in

environments. Talking

probably be low and there

the c-suite unless we have a

about men as loving fathers

are still far too many

do? Enhancing the

proper conversation about

who might also appreciate

people who haven’t heard

paternity package is a great

working fathers.

a bit of flexibility – well,

of it. But if we really want

start, but also expensive.

The ambition of every

it’s just not natural. The

to change the way we talk

It’s all about encouraging

forward-thinking modern

tragedy is, it should be.

about work and family,

fathers to have a

business is to have a

We all know senior alpha

then having an open

conversation about what

culture where ability is

males who, having earned

conversation about who is

it means to be a working

recognised and people are

their corporate stripes,

going to do the parenting is

dad. Prominent senior

judged on performance

proudly trot off to a sports

an essential starting point.

role-models and initiatives

rather than face-time.

day, even if the diary says

SPL is an important first

to encourage dads to come

Modern fathers want to

something different.

Sadly not. We will never

be involved, and whether

There’s a theory that we

So what can employers

step. Its complexity has

out of the closet in terms

forced HR departments to

of what they want and

they are vocal about it

will only get equality in

get their heads round it.

need can go a long way in

or not, they crave a bit of

the boardroom when we

We will start hearing more

shifting internal attitudes.

flexibility. You will only

have equality in the home,

and more about increased

get the culture right if you

but asking employers to

paternity packages (and

mean working less; it

manage to convince men to

take a keener interest in

yes, reduced maternity

means working more

hold up their hands and be

the domestic arrangements

ones) and I predict that the

flexibly. That will not be the

recognised as dads.

of their working fathers

take-up rates by 2016 will

norm until men are doing it

doesn’t come easily either

be more impressive.

as well as women.

The annual survey of

www.flexibleboss.com

Flexible working doesn’t
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Virtual
reality bytes
THE FUTURE IS OFFICIALLY HERE. NO LONGER THE STUFF OF SCI-FI MOVIE PLOTS,
INNOVATIONS SUCH AS GESTURE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE, GADGETS CREATING
WEB CONTENT, WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY AND HOLOGRAMS COULD SOON BE
HARNESSED TO TRANSFORM THE WAY WE WORK, FINDS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

I

t’s now 2015 – the year Marty

industries. Many of these innovations

trends such as wearables and virtual

McFly set the DeLorean controls

have their origins in computer gaming,

reality it offers a powerful experience.

for in 1989 time-travel comedy

yet could transform the way we live

Leap Motion is a company that

Back to the Future II. While there are

and work more broadly. Here, we take

creates software and hardware that

no hoverboards or flying cars just yet

a look at some of the technologies that

tracks and converts hand movements

– and it was wrong on the prevalence

could be coming to our workplaces in

into 3D input. In 2013 it launched the

of fax machines in an age of email and

the next decade and how they could

Leap Motion Controller, a small USB

social media – the film’s depiction of

support and encourage flexibility.

device that plugs into a Mac or PC. It
has now joined forces with computer

video calls at least proved prescient.
Ten years ago we didn’t have tablets or

Helping hands

giant HP to embed this technology into
keyboards and laptops. Most recently,

smartphones, now mobile devices with
cloud technology are standard

Could we be waving at our computers

it launched formal support for virtual

in workplaces. What will the next

instead of typing and clicking in a few

and augmented reality experiences.

decade bring?

years? Gesture technology already

The product requires compatible

allows us to interact with computer

applications that are specially enabled

such as augmented reality headsets,

applications in an entirely new way

to work with the device. Michael

smartglasses and gesture technology

and its reach is far beyond the humble

Buckwald, co-founder and chief

are already being used in some

office. When harnessed with other

executive of Leap Motion, says there

Fantastical sounding developments
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are currently more than 220 apps

of behavioural data. They become a

in the firm’s app store covering a

way of seeing how consumers behave,

spectrum of uses, from games to

and are therefore powerful tools in

music and educational apps.

anticipating future product needs.”

Buckwald is clear that the Leap

We are already seeing and feeling

Motion Controller is not a mouse

the IoT’s presence in the devices, cloud

or keyboard replacement. “Leap

infrastructures and intelligence tools

Motion allows you to use your hands

we use in the workplace every day,

in the air to manipulate and control

says Clark. “Today’s IoT provides entire

data in a much richer way,” he says.

fleets of printers that can monitor

“Anyone who is looking to interact

themselves and intelligently report

with content in 3D is well suited to

their ink levels and maintenance

use our technology.”

requirements, and projectors capable

That applies to many industries,
including the medical field.

of notifying a central facilities team
Michael Buckwald: Leap Motion

Spanish company TedCas has used
the technology to develop a user
interface that enables surgeons to
review patient data and medical
images in the operating theatre just
by moving their hands in the air
above the sensor. Graphic designers
can render three-dimensional objects
using their hands in 3D space.
“With virtual reality there are
endless possibilities,” says Buckwald.

that their lamps are wearing out
and will need replacing. The IoT of

“It’s early days for
motion control, but
there are virtually
no limits to what
can be dreamed up
by developers”

tomorrow will build on these abilities
by enabling these devices to feed
this data back to the companies you
purchased them from.”
When the IoT is linked to other
developments, such as wearable
devices, the ability to improve
processes and control our
environment is magnified.

Watch out for smart gear

“Imagine wearing a VR headset
in your office: you could have
an infinite number of monitors,

objects embedded with electronics,

Google may have pulled its Google

collaborate with others to view and

software, sensors and connectivity to

Glass smartglasses product but that

modify documents in 3D, or see your

enable them to exchange data with the

doesn’t mean the end for wearable

co-worker on a call from across the

manufacturer, operator and/or other

technology. Far from it.

world. It removes physical barriers.”

connected devices.

Leap’s technology is already sold

“IoT is the idea that the internet will

According to an independent report
by Clicked Research Agency and

in more than 4,000 stores across 15-

be about data created by things, not by

Lightspeed GMI, around 7% of people

plus countries, and a network of over

people,” says Rob Clark, vice-president

in the UK currently own a wearable

155,000 developers worldwide are

at electronics company Epson. “It

device – but nearly one in five are

working on the future possibilities.

points to a future world where just

extremely interested in owning one.

“We’re constantly hearing about new

about anything could be connected to

applications for the technology –

anything else.” Connecting more and

and fitness bands, are currently most

whether it’s in a retail environment

more objects to the web offers many

used for health and exercise, but

or used to control a presentation at

possibilities for the workplace as data

even in this capacity they can make

the office, we’ve seen great interest

can be captured and drawn on to

business sense. Epson’s Rob Clark says

across the board,” says Buckwald.

improve the way we work.

firms can use them to motivate staff

“It is early days for motion control

Clark refers to Google’s recent

Wearables, such as glasses, watches

to take a walk, go to the gym or join

technology, but there are virtually

purchase of Nest Labs, a company that

a company’s sport teams, stimulating

no limits to what can be dreamed up

makes intelligent gadgets including

teamwork and collaboration. “The

by developers. We’re just starting to

thermostats and smoke alarms, as

end result is that businesses will have

scratch the surface.”

an example. The products learn

happier, more productive and more

from the way they are used and

valued employees,” he says.

An object lesson in control

program themselves by taking into

Clark points to a recent study from

account that information. “Their

Rackspace in which 300 IT decision-

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the

most important attribute is arguably

makers in the UK and the US were

concept of a network of physical

their ability to reap huge amounts

given wearables to use for a trial

www.flexibleboss.com
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less than six months. In surveying
consumers, Clicked presented
respondents with a vision of the
future, where a smartwatch could
provide you with a list of what to do
that morning and notify you of calls
or texts to a smartphone by means
of a quiet vibration on the wrist.
Smartglasses could recognise faces
and provide the names as the user
meets them. They could also be used to
place phone calls and emails while the
wearer is walking between different
meetings, saving time.
Clicked managing director Steve
Mellor says different segments of users
are attracted to different benefits and
types of wearable technology. “There
is a lot of focus in the market on apps
that can help you get from A to B or
show users the way to do particular
tasks,” he says. The technology
can overlay instructions onto the
environment as you perform the
task – a benefit Clicked found to be
particularly attractive to the segment
of working mothers.
One of the key criticisms of Google
Glass is that users don’t want to wear
such a noticeable item that negatively
impacts the way they interact with
others. Mellor believes the technology
can still be useful in a more controlled
way. “When it comes to the workplace,
rather than people walking around
all day in smartglasses, they might
put them on to do a particular task. If
someone can see what you’re doing
they’ll be able to give you instructions

“As holograms, digital content will be as
real as physical objects in the room”

from a remote location. For certain
tasks and industries that makes sense.
“It’s all very futuristic, but these
things have a way of coming around
quickly: six years ago no-one had a
smartphone.”

period of one month. The findings

smartwatches. Currently 2% of people

Software giant Citrix launched a

revealed an increase of up to 8.5% in

in the UK own smartwatches and 10%

version of its GoToMeeting app for

productivity and a work satisfaction

are extremely interested in owning

the Android smartwatch last year. It

level up to 3.5% higher in employees

one. Together these equate to a market

allows people to join, mute or leave

who used the wearables.

of around 6 million.

GoToMeeting sessions quickly and

However, there are many more

When it comes to predicting the

easily, adding convenience rather than
replacing a smartphone or laptop.

possibilities that organisations are

business impact it is early days, as 67%

only just starting to explore. Clicked

of those using wearable technology

The company believes wearable

sees the greatest growth potential in

in the UK have had their device for

technology is going mainstream as
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TECHNOLOGY
common uses move beyond fitness

headset that it says is the “digital

and sports training applications.

world blended with the real world”.

Chris Malin, who leads the company’s

Rather than stepping into a whole new

mobile marketing team, says: “We

world as in virtual reality, augmented

are actively experimenting in this

reality overlays holograms on your

market, learning from our users as

normal life. Instead of needing to stay

fast as we can. You can expect to see

in one place, you can move around

more innovations from Citrix in the

interacting with holograms ‘pinned’

smartwatch space.”

to parts of the room. This could take

According to the 2014 Citrix

video calls and remote collaboration

Wearables Survey Forecast by

to a different level, offering a face-to-

Wakefield Research, 91% of the US

face-quality experience for those who

population are excited about wearable

are miles apart and cutting the need

tech – watches (30%), clothing (22%)
and glasses (19%) – while 60% think

for travel even further.
Steve Mellor: Clicked

it will be as common as smartphones
within the next six years.
While 60% believe wearables will be
used for play more than work, Citrix
points out: “As the new generation
of digital natives reaches adulthood
and wearable technology reaches
mass adoption, the possibilities for
wearables in the workforce are
enormous.”
Malin adds: “We’ve discovered the

Microsoft’s mind-bending video for
the HoloLens demonstrates “new ways

“These things
have a way of
coming around
quickly: six years
ago no-one had a
smartphone”

to visualise our work, new ways to
share ideas with each other, new ways
to teach and learn”.
The company says: “As holograms,
digital content will be as real as
physical objects in the room. For the
first time, holograms will become
practical tools of daily life. Shape
holograms to fine-tune a design.
Interact with them to learn something

mute function is proving particularly

new. When you share your ideas, show

popular in GoToMeeting for Android

and tell from multiple perspectives.”

Wear. Mobile meeting attendees use

Part of Windows 10, there will be no

it to actively participate in meetings

capable of doing the same thing.

screen to touch or mouse to click and

while quickly – almost intuitively –

Others surveyed by Clicked worried

the device is completely untethered

managing background noise. This kind

about the privacy and security issues

– no wires needed. Instead, the

of intuitive interaction is powerful and

around the facial recognition abilities

HoloLens uses gestures and users can

personal. That’s what makes our work

of smartglasses. “Our qualitative

navigate and explore with their eyes,

in wearables so exciting.”

research revealed that some may be

using the voice to command apps.

more open than others – depending on

It’s a vision of the future that would

greater discretion for professionals

the type of job one does,” the report

alter the workplace and transform the

at conferences, meetings and events,

says, suggesting that those who have to

possibilities for work, collaboration

enabling them to stay in touch without

meet and interact with lots of different

and life more generally.

obtrusively checking their phone or

people may find it invaluable.

Mellor agrees wearables could offer

email. However, he cautions: “I think

“People want wearables to offer

It’s impossible to predict which
of these innovations will capture

it will be a while before the owners

discrete, differentiating benefits. They

audiences, but where consumers

of businesses and big corporates

want new benefits that really make a

go, industry is likely to follow: take

really embrace smartwatches and

difference to them and which deliver a

the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

augmented reality unless it really

convenient and fluid experience.”

phenomenon – the policy of permitting

offers a distinct benefit.”
It’s clearly early days for the use

employees to use personally owned

A different perspective

of wearables in the workforce but as

laptops, smartphones and tablets in
the workplace. Individuals are not

consumers become used to them in

Many businesses are only just getting

willing to forgo the convenience and

their personal lives they are likely

to grips with video conferencing, but

sophistication their devices offer

to expect such convenience in their

augmented reality could be the next

when they walk through the office

working lives. However, there are

step in communications.

door. Instead of resisting change,

concerns, with some feeling they could
have too many devices, all potentially

www.flexibleboss.com

In January, Microsoft unveiled
HoloLens, an augmented reality

savvy organisations will use their
imaginations to fly.
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OPINION

Welcome
your robot
colleagues
Andy Lake, director
Flexibility.co.uk

T

here are two

of varying shapes, sizes

large-screen and surface

broad categories of

and themes. Designing

technologies to integrate

technology that will

workplaces for people to

with both portable devices

change the nature of the

come together is the name

and information systems.

workplace over the next

of the game now.

Virtual face-to-face will

20 years: technologies that

In practice, people meet

deliver much of the value

change the ways we work

in an ever increasing range

of physical face-to-face. In

– where, when and how

of spaces – public spaces

essence, the office can be

work is done; and those

such as cafés or the lobbies

wherever we want it to be.

that will change the nature

of public buildings. And

It’s not a place, but a shared

of the work we do and who

the fastest growing areas in

resource that brings us

– or what – does it.

workspaces are workhubs

together wherever we are.

We are now becoming
familiar with a range of
digital technologies that

shared professional spaces.
Bringing flexible

But we are on the wrong
track if we think this new
world of work is all about

high-level knowledge

enable us to work in a

communications to the

the same people doing the

work, but again, intelligent

much more location-

computer ‘desktop’ is a

same things in different

systems can perform

independent way – paper

game-changer for the

places with new tools.

many complex tasks more

files, desktop PCs and

spatial organisation of

The robotics and artificial

reliably and efficiently.

landline phones are on the

work. The dedicated

intelligence (AI) revolution

way out.

videoconference suite

that is transforming

game of (software) robots

This is not a zero-sum

is often an underused

manufacturing is coming to

in, humans out. What it

assumptions about the

white elephant. But video

an office near you.

means is that increasingly

workplace and what it is

on the laptop or tablet,

Organisations struggling

we will work alongside

for. Desks are, or should

sharing screens between

with migrating from paper

AI-based tools that will

be, less dominant. What

room-based and remote

to electronic processes

transform and add value

we need are spaces

participants, incorporating

need to look out. Routine

to the type of work we

designed for different

instant messaging – these

administrative work will

do. Many of these new

work activities: areas

can revolutionise the

increasingly be performed

technologies will be

for touching down to

practice of meetings and

by intelligent systems,

embedded in the multiple

work briefly, quiet areas

bring great productivity

impacting both on jobs and

environments where we

for concentrated work,

improvements.

the spatial requirements of

work. Collaboration in the

the ‘workplace’. Managers

future is not only about the

New tools challenge

informal breakout or

24

or co-working spaces –

“Increasingly
we will work
alongside AIbased tools that
will transform
the type of
work we do”

Coming along soon to

meeting areas, project

both offices and homes

and professionals might

who, how and where, but

areas, and meeting rooms

will be much more flexible

think they are safe doing

also the what.
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Are you helping to change the world of work?
Let us help you reach the right audience
Flexible Boss provides independent journalism and research on flexible
working in the United Kingdom and beyond. From policy to property; transport to technology; human resources to legal challenges, Flexible Boss is a
resource for employers to come together and share best practice.
Launched in 2014, the magazine is rapidly building a community of professionals across multiple industries within both private and public sector working to make changes in HR, technology and workspace.
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Building links
WHEN TIM YENDELL SET UP A PROGRAMME AT RBS TO CUT OFFICE COSTS HE
BEGAN TO LOOK AT HOW PEOPLE USE SPACES AND WHY – THEN GOT THE HUMAN
RESOURCES, TECHNOLOGY AND PROPERTY TEAMS TOGETHER TO DELIVER NEW
WAYS OF WORKING. COLLABORATION IS KEY, HE TELLS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

A

s a 10-year veteran

are there: multi-coloured

because we were all going

or find someone when you

of flexible working

lockers topped with plants

at different speeds in our

need them. Then it was

implementation

where workers can store

thinking. In the last few

about persuading teams

at Royal Bank of Scotland

their belongings, work

years that has really joined

to work in different ways

Group, Tim Yendell has

pods, soft seating and high

up and when we’re talking

in different spaces and

learnt many lessons about

desks. Yendell later reveals

to the businesses we’re

understanding what they

how to succeed.

he constantly analyses

talking with a single voice.”

needed to be able to do that.

Building the RBS

furniture innovation and

The challenge in 2005 was

“A lot of resistance is to

Choice flexible working

what it can bring to the

clear in terms of reducing

do with the unknown,” says

programme from scratch,

workplace.

wasted and inappropriate

Yendell. “We used to get ‘the

he has seen the bank go

A differentiating factor

space. Since then, the

meerkat factor’: once we’d

through ups and downs –

of the RBS approach to

bank has exited 19 office

completed a project heads

notably the 2008 financial

flexible working, however,

buildings, reducing space

would start poking up to see

crisis, which led to

has been its emphasis on

by 111,000 sq m since 2008.

what was going on.”

taxpayers taking majority

bringing human resources,

“That’s had a real fiscal

ownership of the bank,

property and IT together to

impact and we’ve got more

the buildings were being

resulting in an ongoing

deliver on all levels. Yendell

planned for the next couple

inefficiently used. [They]

“transformation” process.

describes this as “giving up

of years,” he says.

were regimented – full of

Even before the credit

some territory to succeed”.

The team has so far

He adds: “We knew

desks – and there were not

crunch added impetus to

“What I learned early on

worked with 25,000 of the

enough meeting rooms and

make savings, one of the

was the specific agenda that

bank’s 116,000 employees

spaces for people to get

initial drivers of the Choice

each of these areas needed

and the project’s longevity

together and collaborate.”

programme was property

to deliver and where they

means it has revisited teams

cost. Yendell is part of the

were in their evolution,” he

that went through the

toolbox to examine how

bank’s property team with

says. “Really understanding

process years earlier.

and why people were

a background in interior

what HR needs to achieve,

An initial challenge was

design. Walking around the

and how we can work and

in dealing with the myths

technological infrastructure

building, all the hallmarks

collaborate together so that

around change, such as not

and level of operational

of flexible working redesign

we all win, took some time

being able to locate a desk

flexibility. It wasn’t as easy

The team created a

using space, as well as the

as making design changes
and expecting teams to

CV
2011-present: Head of RBS Choice & Design - Location & Property Services, Royal Bank
of Scotland
2008-2011: Head of intelligent working, Group Property, Royal Bank of Scotland
2005-2008: Lead workplace performance manager ‘RBS Workspace’, Group Property, Royal
Bank of Scotland
2000-2005: Head of capital projects & Southern region facilities manager, Energis PLC
1998-2000: Senior project manager, Murray Symonds Associates
1994-1996: Senior designer, Goudie Associates, Hong Kong
Studied interior design at Edinburgh College of Art

just adapt. What started
in 2005 was a programme
of understanding each
business unit’s needs and
aligning that with property
change and employees’
desires to work in a
different way.
Even in the teams that
have not undergone a
specific property change
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project, line managers
have access to a website

thought was feasible.”
This approach required

up, top-down and side-in

employee opinion survey,

approach to this,” laughs

81% of employees answered

full of information about

agreement from the

Yendell. “The cultural

favourably to the question

the issues they may face

leadership, and Yendell’s

journey is as important and

of whether their work

and the questions they

team put together an initial

the support you give people

pattern allows sufficient

should ask. Staff have a

proposition for change,

in that change makes it

flexibility to meet personal

corresponding site that

saving space and money

longer lasting. If you do a

and family needs. Flexible

takes them through changes

and benefiting the business

small amount, you have

workers also reported less

that would work for them

at the same time. “RBS

a small amount of impact.”

stress than their peers.

personally and how they

already had quite a range

can put forward a business

of flexible working policies

size of the organisation

ultimate aim is to improve

case to their manager.

but I don’t think it had

means there is still a lot to

the customer experience.

been thought about more

do and the transformation

“It’s about how we support

holistically,” he says.

required after the financial

our people supporting

“It is a tailored solution,”
explains Yendell. “We have

Yendell adds that the

However, he says the

crisis must be carried out in

customers. They want us to

areas; they have very

proved an invaluable asset

a sensitive way. Now 25%

be in lots of different places

different operational

in understanding and

of the organisation works

at different times and if we

constraints and in some

promoting the need for

flexibly. Women make up

can provide flexibility to

cases different technology

change as they brought

most of the flexible working

our people, the service we

infrastructure. Through that

an outside perspective,

population, but the number

provide will be enhanced.”

research project we were

but they were not the only

of men working flexibly

able to determine what we

target. “We took a bottom-

has increased. In the 2014

lots of different business

www.flexibleboss.com

Non-executive directors

By and large he says the
change has been adopted
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successfully. “We do see

of enabling technology

little pockets of people that

were VOIP phones that

are resistant and in some

disconnected people from

areas it’s just because of

their desks, enabling them

what they do and how it

to make calls wherever they

would work practically.”

sat for the day. “Those kind

He adds that when space

of technology constraints

adjacent to teams becomes

have dwindled away over

available there can be a

time and [now] there are

“flood plain effect” where

other challenges. The

they spread out and need to

technology is moving so

be contained. That and the

fast, in trying to implement

inevitable few misusing the

something you have to

booking system for meeting

think further ahead.”
A personal goal for

rooms are small gripes.
What of the future? More

Yendell is to ensure that

extreme commentators may

TIM YENDELL: MY WORKING DAY

claim the role of the office

I work from home a couple of days a week, usually when I

RBS so deeply and naturally

is dead but, unsurprisingly,

have specific things to do or am on a lot of conference calls, as

that it continues regardless

Yendell disagrees. “I believe

there is no point travelling into London to do them.

of personnel change. “New

the opposite. The office is

The rest of the time I come to the office where I’ll use one of

people are coming in with

becoming more important

the different spaces to work. Sometimes I bring my MacBook

different expectations. It’s

as a destination for people

Air if I’ve got something I want to concentrate on and don’t

got to evolve to keep up.”

when they choose to come

want to get distracted by emails.

flexibility is embedded in

This was magnified

in and collaborate. Work

The team try to get in together one day a week – though

during the credit crisis

can be done anywhere so

we’ll all be in at various different points. I have a team of 15,

when there was a huge

[it’s] that sense of coming in

part of that is design and the other is Choice, which is the

amount of turnover in the

to meet people to network

support in terms of flexibility.

organisation. “With that

and collaborate and for that

go some of your sponsors

to be a legitimate activity.”

or the leaders that were
can be more effective if

“Being able to flow from

particularly supportive.

become more sophisticated

they’re doing certain tasks

one space to another with

This type of thing needs to

in terms of creating spaces

away from distraction. We

the minimum of fuss.”

be embedded in the DNA

that reflect an organisation’s

try and create distraction-

values, pointing to brands

free environments in the

increasing. Yendell says

outlasts any one individual.

such as Nike as an example.

office as well.”

the variety and quality of

If we can embed it into the

furniture and technology

fabric of health, wellbeing

He believes the office will

And the possibilities are

of the organisation so it

“You go into NikeTown and

As far as managing

everything about that space

this trend, he is clear on

coming to market expands

and inclusion, then it stands

screams what they stand

the need to focus on staff

the options. “Sometimes

on its own two feet.”

for,” says Yendell.

experience, ensuring that

we go back to teams to try

His advice to those on

booking meetings, car

new products or follow-on

the journey to workplace

we’re on, so that our

parking spaces and visitor

property strategies so they

change is to celebrate the

workplaces are engaging,

passes is “seamless” and the

work their space harder.”

success of pilot projects and

interesting to work in and

technology required works

productive. They might

easily. “It’s the small things

for example, there were

“How do we humanise

have some desks, but the

that are important,” he says.

no iPads. The first pieces

the workplace? How do we

“That’s the journey

When the project started,

use them for momentum.

balance will have shifted

make it engaging? How do

to more collaborative space.

we make it flexible? If we

They will be more akin to
business lounges and coworking spaces.
“We do want people
coming in, it just doesn’t
have to be every day. People
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“This needs to be embedded
in the DNA of the organisation
so it outlasts any individual”

can [answer] that we’ll have
a nice balance between
individual personal
flexibility and the spaces in
which people operate with
their colleagues.”
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Job Design for Flexible Working™
Methodology
Understanding and evaluating the job is an important step in
determining whether and how flexible working can be successfully
implemented. Having a clear understanding of what will work and
what will not can empower managers to be more open to flexible
working and to think more creatively about how work gets done.
Drawing on years of experience, Capability Jane has developed a tried and tested
methodology to assess what flexible working patterns are practical and commercially viable.
Our approach combines leading practice job design principles with in-depth knowledge on
the technicalities and success criteria associated with flexible working.

The Job Design for Flexible Working Methodology™ has been translated into three core
“bite sized” learning modules for HR, Resourcing, Hiring Managers and Employees:
Flexible Working Role
Evaluation Methodology

Flexible Working, Messaging
and Managing

Evaluating Your Role for Flexible Working

Online Guide to Job Design for
Flexible Working

This 90 minute session provides an introduction to the
methodology to establish which flexible working patterns
will work for a role and which will not. We go through the
process step-by-step and delegates will leave with a better
understanding of the key factors to be considered when
designing a role for flexibility or managing a flexible working
request.

This 90 minute session for employees provides an overview
of the principles of the methodology to help individuals
establish which flexible working patterns will work for their
role and which will not. Individuals will leave with a clear
concept of the critical factors to be considered when putting
together a request for flexible working.

Flexible Working Job Design,
Influencing and Implementing

HR and Resourcing Practitioners will spend 90 minutes
exploring the common barriers and objections to flexible
working and how to overcome them. We consider how best
to provide genuine flexible opportunities to attract and retain
a more diverse pool of talent. We explore the most effective
ways to communicate the methodology internally and
maximise the impact for the wider business.

www.capabilityjane.com

A 90 minute session for hiring managers on how best to
communicate and manage flexible working. We identify
common misconceptions and objections and how to
overcome them, as well as the importance of “positioning”
the arrangement successfully within the team. We introduce
guiding principles for flexible working and the key
considerations for managing expectations and performance.

Guidelines and a pre-recorded webinar, which introduces
flexible working and the importance of job design, considers
the options available and provides an overview of a step-bystep role evaluation. This is supported by a set of supporting
documents including a role evaluation template, step-bystep example and “Top Tips”. This resource is designed to
be hosted internally, providing a permanent resource that
can be accessed by employees, HR, resourcing and hiring
managers as and when the need arises.

For further information please contact Ruth Evans:
ruthevans@capabilityjane.com / 07904 984304

OPINION

Age issues
need mature
approach
Anna Fletcher, director
Wragge Lawrence
Graham & Co

P

eople over the age of

reassess while remaining

50 will comprise 32%

mindful of the age

of the UK working

discrimination provisions

may be the biggest

age population by 2020, the

of the Equality Act 2010.

challenge for employers,

Office for National Statistics

Some staff might look

Health and wellbeing

both operationally and

to adjust their working

financially. According to

arrangements to allow

Department for Work and

there will be 3.7 million

them to continue working,

Pensions research, 50% of

more workers aged

but in a different way.

those between the ages of

between 50 and state

‘Pre-tirement’ is the new

50 and the current state

pension age which. Coupled

buzzword: allowing older

pension age of 61-68 suffer

with the planned increases

employees to reduce their

from a long-term health

in pension age (women’s

hours in a graduated way.

condition. The Mental

predicts.
Over the next decade

will rise to 65 by 2018,

For the employer,

“The new
buzzword is
‘pre-tirement’:
allowing older
staff to reduce
their hours in a
graduated way”

Health Foundation reports

while both men’s and

there are sound business

that depression affects one

women’s will be 66 by 2020)

reasons for agreeing to

in five older people and

this will accentuate the age

such requests: it allows

70% of the new diagnoses

and training is crucial for

shift in the workforce.

the retention of skills and

in this age group relate to

the entire workforce and

experience for longer

poor physical health.

the benefits to older staff

Many people want to

discrimination.
In addition, development

work for longer. Often they

and facilitates a more

So initiatives geared

should not be discounted.

are motived by financial

structured handover.

towards maintaining or

To do so would not only be

improving physical health

potentially discriminatory,

reasons: a recent Chartered

30

lack of commitment?

Employers must not

Institute of Personnel and

act on stereotypical

could be expected to have a

but would also represent

Development report found

assumptions when dealing

positive impact on mental

a missed opportunity:

one in ten fear they will be

with competing requests

health. Employers might

older workers benefit

unable to afford to retire.

from those of differing

also want to consider

from training on the latest

Others are motivated by

ages, however. A flexible

flexible benefits packages

technological and industry

enjoyment. Whatever

working request from an

that allow employees

practices too.

the reason, the changing

older worker cannot be

to choose benefits that

demographic of the

considered more legitimate

best suit their personal

workforce age shift is an

workforce is a challenge

than one from a younger

circumstances at particular

opportunity to ensure

and opportunity for bosses.

colleague. How tempting

points in their working

organisations can benefit

There are a number of

is it to assume a request

lives. By extending such

from the motivation,

areas in which employers

for reduced hours from a

choice, they also reduce the

engagement and retention

will need to refocus and

younger worker indicates a

risk of accusations of age

of the older workforce.
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OPINION

Rules for
remote
control
David Dunbar
head of advise anywhere

BT Global Services

L

ike many people, my

here are 10 tips that I have

more effort than a face-to-

time is increasingly

found lead to successful

face meeting, and a good

spent in virtual

remote meetings.

agenda helps. Think about
facilitation, possibly giving

meetings. It might be via
conference call, web-based

Keep it short and sweet:

collaboration or even

Virtual meetings can save a

video. Virtual meetings are

lot of time. A meeting that

Check that everybody

here to stay, but they can be

lasts only 10 minutes, and

is listening: Work to

a bittersweet experience.

achieves what it sets out to,

get engagement. Check

Some are short, focused

truly is a thing of beauty.

frequently that everybody

someone that role.

understands, invite

and productive – some not.

“Get buy-in,
otherwise
that decision
may not be as
unanimous as
you think”

We all know the issues:

Prepare the way: Ensure

feedback and ensure that

lack of engagement in the

in advance that everyone

everyone has their say.

call, dominant characters

can use the technology. If

dragging us down dead

documents are required,

Have a back-up plan: The

participants map. One

alleys, technology issues

send them beforehand.

technology is pretty stable,

method is to draw a bubble

but can go wrong. In some

for every participant and

and the sheer frustration of

Draw maps: Keep a

keeping a meeting together

Focus, focus, focus: A

cases the back-up may be to

note their inputs and

when someone keeps

session where everyone is

reconvene. Don’t be afraid

viewpoint as you go along.

dropping out because they

concentrating on emails or

to call a halt: quality is king.

are on a train.

side conversations will not

Become a black-belt user:

be great. Promise a short,

Brainstorm: Getting

Many people only use the

There are plenty of recent

focused meeting in return

decisions to stick is not

basics. Some of the less

examples where I have

for full attention.

as easy as it sounds in a

used functions are really

virtual environment where

helpful, even in a simple

I am as guilty as anyone.

been on mute when I
could have contributed, or

Know who’s who: Leave

you can’t see the frowns,

audio conference. Spend

where I was too worried

enough time for people to

the shaking heads, the

time learning what you can

about finding a quiet area

re-acquaint and re-build

crossed arms and the side

do with your system.

to pay attention. Last

relationships. Introductions

conversations. One way to

week I attended a virtual

help too. If someone joins

help this is to brainstorm

Your own advice for good

meeting where most people

late, ask them to introduce

more than you would in

virtual meetings might be

didn’t turn up because the

themselves.

a face-to-face meeting.

different from mine. Take

Get buy-in, otherwise that

the time to work out your

Exercise control: A

decision may not be as

own top 10 and put them

virtual session requires

unanimous as you think.

into practice.

organiser hadn’t taken
account of time zones.
Despite my own failings,
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Work in progress
A YEAR AGO INCISIVE MEDIA LAUNCHED ITS FLEXIBLE WORKING APPROACH.
BUT WHILE THE OFFICE DESIGN TRANSFORMATION IS COMPLETE, AND TECHNICAL
TEETHING TROUBLES ARE LARGELY UNDER CONTROL, HEATHER GREIG-SMITH
HEARS THAT CULTURAL CHANGE IS A SLOWER, MORE COMPLEX PROCESS

I

t has been 12 months since B2B
publishing and events company
Incisive Media launched a flexible

working project. As you walk into the
company’s reception area, the nature of
its business is clear: the ‘on air’ sign is lit
up as journalists record video interviews
behind the glass wall of a television
studio and a wall of screens scroll
24-hour news.
As a result of acquisition, the business
previously had two central London
office buildings totalling 68,000sq ft.
The opportunity to relinquish one of the
leases prompted a £2m investment in the
remaining building’s redesign and the
technology needed to turn the offices into
a workplace of the future.
This strategy is designed to save £1.8m
a year over five years. However, moving
to a new way of working is proving more
complex than originally envisioned.

Property catalyst
Although property was one catalyst for
change at Incisive, there had long been
a desire to offer staff more flexibility.
Surveys conducted ahead of the London
2012 Olympics established that 85% of
them wanted to work flexibly. “Few of
our staff live in the centre of London and
there was a real willingness to do this,”
says Stuart McLean, the company’s group
human resources director.
The firm was also keen to encourage
different teams to work together more
closely. “We were very much a business
working in silos and we wanted to create
a lot more collaboration,” says McLean.
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“We want to measure by output. There’s something about
being brought up in a nine-to-five environment that is hard to
shift. It’s going to take a while until we crack it”

With that in mind, the company brought

the old office building to demonstrate

lines on many desks. Promised video

in consultancy Spacelab to analyse the

how the new working environment

conferencing has not materialised either.

way staff were working and identify

would function. Staff have been

“Even to this day it is not right. The

key locations where collaboration was

organised into different zones and there

technology has really let us down.”

taking place.

are eight desks to every ten people, in

Initially all sales and editorial staff

addition to the range of soft seating and

were issued with laptops and this will

zones, with ample breakout spaces

break-out options. McLean explains that

shortly be extended to cover all workers.

and raised seating areas scattered

there are 880 different spaces to work

Production team members using Mac

throughout. Analysis showed that the

and the building can accommodate the

technology say they struggle to work

business’s events teams were hot spots

whole company should everyone need

from home, so McLean says old machines

for collaboration and so the floors

to be there simultaneously. Walls in the

may be given out to use at home when

were planned with them in the centre.

central hub area meeting rooms can

upgrades take place.

Directors’ offices have been turned

move to allow larger events to take place

into meeting rooms, and the hub on

and there is wifi throughout.

The result is an office divided into

the reception floor encourages people
to mingle. The TV studio, previously

Like others moving to an agile way of
working, McLean confirms that Incisive
faces a line manager challenge. Initially

Technology trials

located across the road from the main

they were given some training and
expected to follow up with plans for their

office, is now a central feature of the

The thorn in the side of the process,

teams. However, they have not all been

reception area – something McLean says

says McLean, has been the technology.

as proactive as hoped. “Senior managers

is important to showcase the business

Teething problems with the unified

really buy into this. It’s the middle

and its activity.

communications system have yet to be

managers where there is a problem,”

resolved and poor call quality means

says McLean. “We want to measure by

the company has reinstated fixed

output, not presenteeism, and our middle

As part of the preparation for the
change, a test workspace was set up at

managers have struggled with that.”
He adds that some managers even
wanted Excel spreadsheets detailing
where people are working and when.
“We’re not having that,” he says firmly.
“It’s not a roll call.”
This is a neat demonstration of the
issue with which line managers are
struggling, says McLean. Many cannot
let go of needing to know where their
team members are at a given time. Even
he worries that working from home on
a Friday will be seen as “skiving”. “There
is something about being brought up in a
nine-to-five environment that is difficult
to shift. It’s going to take a while until we
crack it.”
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family or caring responsibilities.
Retaining women after maternity leave
is one area where flexibility could be
put to use if managers open their eyes
to different ways of arranging and
designing roles and these are all aspects
of flexibility that will be enhanced and
explored.
Equally, there are tweaks that will be
made to the office design. One of the
floors has yet to be overhauled, and
McLean points out areas of seating that
have not been used as expected and so
may be altered. In addition, the publisher
plans to create a quiet zone on the top
floor to allow a place for concentrated
working or writing away from the noise
of the phones.
Positively, McLean says there are
pockets of success where teams have
embraced the change. Employee
engagement surveys on the subject see
strong response rates. “Everybody wants
it. It’s just a little more difficult making it
work in practice,” he says.
Recruiting the best talent into the
business is a critical mission. Incisive’s
strategy is generally to recruit people
early on in their journalistic careers and
promote from within. “Digital-savvy
people expect different things from a
business than in the old days. We need
to do more to attract them – flexible
working, charity work.”

“Digital-savvy people expect different
things from a business. We need to do
more to attract them”

Ahead of the pack
Incisive is one of only a handful of its
publishing peers that have embarked
on the journey to a more agile way of
working. McLean has occasional contact

programme is increasing. A recent

with his contemporaries in these firms.

benefits of a hot-desking environment

survey showed that 66% of staff are

“There’s a lot of interest but there are a

has also been a challenge. “We don’t have

working from home one day a week,

lot of very established companies that are

a fixed desk policy but people do go back

which is lower than the 85% who

more old-fashioned in their views,” he

to the same desk,” he says. “Where they

expressed an interest in working flexibly.

explains.

sit has been determined by where they

Technology problems are being used as

sat down on their first day.” The clear

an excuse not to change, but McLean also

future workplace. The next step will be

desk policy is also not rigidly adhered to

believes the cultural shift is going to be a

overhauling the culture and assumptions

and on a monthly basis belongings are

slower process than anticipated.

made by the people working inside it

Persuading individuals to embrace the

gathered up and bagged to clear back the
territories that have been created.
A year into the project, McLean says
focus on measuring the impact of the
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Also, there is very little part-time

Incisive now has a building fit for the

to really open the possibilities. “If we

working in the organisation, no job

can get the technology sorted out it will

sharing and little use of different shift

free us up,” says McLean. “It’s a work in

patterns and hours to fit with individual

progress.”
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